
ON SPACES OF TYPE A(K) AND THEIR DUALS

H. ELTON LACEY AND PETER D. MORRIS

Let A be a compact Choquet simplex and A (K) the space of all

continuous real-valued affine functions on K. Then A(K) is a par-

tially ordered Banach space with the Riesz Decomposition Property

and the dual A (K)* oi A (K) is an L-space [15]. In particular, if X is

a compact Hausdorff space, then C(X)=A(K) where K is the com-

pact convex set of probability measures on X in the weak*-topology

[2]. In this paper certain relations between K, A(K) and A(K)* are

studied. For example under certain conditions on K, A(K)* is a

space of the type ll(D) if and only if the set Ke of extreme points of K

contains no nonempty compact perfect subsets. The results pre-

sented here generalize some of the results in [6] and [13]. A sufficient

condition for A (K) to have the Dieudonne property is also presented.

1. The dual space to A (K). In this section necessary and sufficient

conditions for the dual of A (K) to be a space of the type ll(D) for

some set D are given. Certain operator properties are used in these

characterizations and for convenience they are introduced here. A

continuous linear operator from a Banach space A to a Banach space

B is said to be completely continuous if it carries weakly Cauchy se-

quences in A into norm convergent sequences in B. A Banach space A

is said to have the Dunford-Pettis property (D.P. property) if for

each Banach space B, each weakly compact linear operator from A

to B is completely continuous. Reciprocally, a Banach space A is said

to have the R.D.P. property if for each Banach space B, each com-

pletely continuous linear operator from A to B is weakly compact. A

Banach space A is said to have the Dieudonne property (D. property)

if for each Banach space B, each continuous linear operator from A to

B which carries weakly Cauchy sequences in A to weakly convergent

sequences in B is weakly compact. Clearly the D. property implies

the R.D.P. property. Also, A has the D.P. property when A* is an

L-space [4, p. 136].

In the following theorem A denotes a Banach space whose dual

is an L-space. From [ll, Theorem 6.1] and [IS] it follows that such a

space A is representable as a space A (K) with K a compact Choquet

simplex if and only if the unit sphere of A contains an extreme point.
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1.1. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent.

1. A* is linearly isometric to ll(D) for some set D.

2. A** is linearly isometric to m(S) for some set S.

3. A * contains no subspace linearly isomorphic to L1 [0, 1 ] = L1.

4. I2 (separable Hilbert space) is not a continuous linear image of A.

5. For each Banach space B, each weakly compact linear operator

from A to B is compact.

6. If B is a closed linear subspace of A and B* is an L-space, then B*

is linearly isometric to ll(T) for some set T.

7. If B is a separable closed infinite dimensional linear subspace of A

and B* is an L-space, then B* is linearly isometric to ll.

8. If B is a separable closed linear subspace of A, then B* is separa-

ble.

9. For each Banach space B, each completely continuous linear opera-

tor from A to B is compact.

Proof. (1) implies (2). If A* = ll(D) for some set D, then A**

= m(D).
(2) implies (1). Suppose A** = m(S) for some set S. By a theorem

of Grothendieck [4], a dual M-space is the dual of a unique L-space.

Thus A* = P(S).
It is well known (see e.g. [16]) that an .L-space contains a copy

of Ll if and only if it is not of the type ll(D). Hence (1) and (3) are

equivalent.

(not 3) implies (not 4). If A* contains a copy of L1, then A* con-

tains a subspace linearly isomorphic to I2 since I2 is linearly iso-

morphic to a subspace of L1 (see e.g. [6]). If T is a linear iso-

morphism of I2 into A*, then T* restricted to A is onto I2 since

(F*|^4)* = P and T has a bounded inverse.

(1) implies (5). Suppose T: A^>B is weakly compact. Then T* is

weakly compact. Since norm and weak convergence of sequences in

ll(D) coincide, T* is compact and, thus, T is compact.

(5) implies (4). Since any continuous linear operator with range

space I2 is weakly compact, this is immediate.

It has now been shown that (l)-(5) are equivalent.

(4) implies (6). Suppose B is a closed linear subspace of A and B* is

an L-space not of the type P(P). Then by (not 4)=>(not 1) applied to

the Banach space B there is a continuous linear map T of B onto I2.

By [ll, Theorem 6.1] there is a continuous linear extension of T to

A which contradicts (4). Thus, B* is of the type P(P) for some set P.

(6) implies (7). Let B be a separable closed infinite dimensional

linear subspace of A with B* an L-space. Then B* = ll(T) for some

set P. Suppose card F>N0. Then by [12, Proposition 3.2] B contains
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a subspace isomorphic to I1. Thus according to [12, Proposition 3.3]

B* contains a subspace isomorphic to C(A)* where X is the Cantor

set. Since C(A)* contains a copy of Ll (see [13]), this is a contradic-

tion. Hence card T = t$0-

(7) implies (8). Let B be a separable closed linear subspace of A.

Then by [ll, p. 67] there is a separable closed linear subspace Bx

of A such that Bx contains B and Bx is an L-space. Hence, 73, =/' is

separable and so is B*.

(8) implies (9). This is shown in [8].

(9) implies (4). Suppose T: A—*l2 is a continuous linear operator.

Then T is weakly compact and since A has the D.P. property, T is

completely continuous. Hence by (9) T is compact and cannot be

onto I2.

Let A be a compact Choquet simplex. If the set Ke of extreme

points of A is a Borel set and for each maximal probability measure

p on K, p(Ke) = 1, K is said to be maximally supported. The simplex K

is said to be an r-simplex if Ke is closed. In such a case A (K) = C(Ke).

The following theorem explicitly reveals the L-space structure of

A (K) and is useful in establishing some of the results presented later

on. Its proof is easily checked.

1.2. Theorem. Let K be a compact Choquet simplex, X the closure of

the extreme points of K, A the set of restrictions of the elements of A (K)

to X, Q the set of restrictions of the nonnegative maximal measures on K

to X, and M = Q — Q (in C(X)*). Then M is a closed linear subspace of

C(X)*, C(X)* = M®A\ the quotient mapir: C(X)*-^C(X)*/A-L is an

order isomorphism and, when restricted to M, a linear isometry. In par-

ticular, A* is order isomorphic and linearly isometric to M.

Remarks. That the restriction map h—>h\X is an order isomor-

phism and a linear isometry is well known. The space C(X)*/A-L has

the quotient norm and the natural order induced by the natural map

of A* onto C(X)*/A-L. A-1 is the annihilator of A in C(A)*. Maximal

measures are defined, for example, in [14, p. 25].

It is well known that if p.EQ, then p({x})=0 for all x£A\Ae

(see [2]). Thus the only purely atomic measures that are maximal are

the ones whose atoms lie in Ke. Conversely, every purely atomic

measure whose atoms lie in Ke is maximal [14, p. 70]. If ll(Ke) de-

notes the sublattice of C(A)* of purely atomic elements whose atoms

lie in Ke, then ll(Ke) consists precisely of the purely atomic elements

of M.

1.3. Lemma. Let FQKe be a compact set. Then K0= [co]~ (F) is

a closed face in K, and, in fact, an r-simplex.
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Proof. Let xEK0, y, zEK with x = ty + (l—t)z for some 0<t<l.

Let p., v be maximal probability measures representing y, z respec-

tively. Since xEK0 and (Ka)e= F is closed, the maximal probability

measure a representing x is supported on F. Hence p. and v are sup-

ported on Pand y, z are in Ko (see [14, Proposition 1.2]). Thus Ko is

a face of K.

Now, suppose u, v are two maximal probability measures on K0

representing the same point. Then p. and v are maximal in K [14,

p. 70] and represent the same point in K. Hence p = v and Ko is a

simplex. Since (K0)e is closed, K0 is an r-simplex.

1.4. Theorem. The following statements are equivalent.

1. A (K)* is linearly isometric to ll(D) for some set D.

2. A(K)* is linearly isometric to lx(Ke).

3. K admits no maximal nonatomic measure.

4. A (K)** is linearly isometric to m(S) for some set S.

5. A(K)** is linearly isometric to m(Ke).

6. A (K) contains no infinite dimensional reflexive subspace.

If K is maximally supported, then 1-6 are equivalent to

7. Ke contains no nonempty perfect compact subsets.

Proof. By Theorem 1.2 A(K)* = M = l1(Ke)@N where N is the

linear span of the maximal nonatomic measures. Moreover, if p. is a

maximal nonatomic measure, then L1(p.)QN. Since for O^pEN,

Lx(p) contains a copy of L^O, l], iW {o} implies N contains a copy

of L\

(1) implies (2). By the above, A(K)* = ll(D) implies A=[o}.

Hence A(K)* = l\Ke).
(2) is equivalent to (3). A(K)* = P(Ke) if and only if N={0}.

(2) implies (1). Clear.

By Theorem 1.1, (2), (4) and (5) are equivalent. Thus they are all

equivalent to any one of the nine statements in Theorem 1.1 also.

(1) implies (6). Suppose A(K) contains an infinite dimensional

reflexive subspace. Let B be a separable infinite dimensional reflexive

subspace of A and Bx a separable subspace of A containing B such

that B* is an L-space [ll, p. 67]. By Theorem 1.1(7), Pf = P. In

particular the set of extreme points of the unit sphere of P, is

countable. If J is the natural map of B into Blt then the adjoint /* of

J carries the unit sphere of Bt onto the unit sphere of B*. Hence the

set of extreme points of the unit sphere of B* is countable. But, the

set of extreme points of the unit sphere of an infinite dimensional

reflexive space is uncountable [10, Theorem 1.1 ].

(not 1) implies (not 6). If A(K)* is not of the type ll(D) for some
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set D, then by Theorem 1.1(7) there is a separable closed linear sub-

space B of A(K) containing the constant function 1 such that B* is

an L-space and B*^lx. Now, the argument in (6) implies (7) of the

proof of Theorem 1.1 shows that B* is not of the type ll(T) for any set

T. Moreover B = A(L) where L= {pEB*: p(l) = 1 =||ju|| } and L is a

compact Choquet simplex in the weak*-topology (see, e.g. [15]).

Since B is separable, L is metrizable. Thus Le is a Gs-set and L is

maximally supported [14, p. 19]. Since ^4(L)* is not of the type

P(T), L admits a maximal nonatomic measure p. Since /x(Le) = l,

there is a nonempty perfect compact set FQLe. By Lemma 1.3

L0= [co]~(F) is a closed face in K and an r-simplex and by [9,

Theorem 3.5] there is an affine continuous map h: L—*L0 such that

L(x)=x for all x£L0- Hence the operator T(f)=foh is a linear iso-

metric embedding of A(L0) into A(L). But, A(LQ) = C(F) and C(F)

contains copies of all separable Banach spaces (see e.g. [7]). Hence

A (K) contains copies of all separable reflexive spaces.

(not 7) implies (not 3). If Ke contains a perfect set F and p is a

nonatomic probability measure on K such that p(F) = l, then p is

maximal since it is supported on Ae[l4, p. 70].

(not 3) implies (not 7). If p is a maximal nonatomic probability

measure on K, then since K is maximally supported, p(Ke) = 1. Hence

there is, for example, a perfect compact set FC.Ke such that p(F) = J.

Remark. Of course, if [Ae]~ is dispersed, then Ke contains no non-

empty perfect compact subsets. However, it is possible to have a

metrizable simplex K with Ke countable and   [Ae]~ uncountable.

2. Some convergence properties in A (K)*. In this section we give

a sufficient condition for A (K) to have the Dieudonne property. For

a compact Choquet simplex K, let Bx denote the first Baire class of

bounded functions on K, i.e., the elements of Bx are point-wise limits

of uniformly bounded sequences of continuous functions on K. Let

Ax, A2 denote the first and second affine Baire classes of bounded func-

tions on K, i.e., the elements of Ax (resp. A2) are point-wise limits of

uniformly bounded sequences of elements of A(K) (resp. Ax). The

Dieudonne property can be stated as follows: A (K) has the D. prop-

erty if and only if each bounded convex circled set in A (K)* which is

compact relative to the weak topology o(A(K)*, Ax) is also compact

relative to the weak topology a(A (K)*, A (K)**). In particular, C(K)

has the D. property.

For each bounded Borel function/on K let (Pf) (x) = ffdpx, where

for each x£A, px is the unique maximal probability measure which

represents x.
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2.1. Lemma. Let K be a simplex and suppose that Ke is a countable

union of compact sets. Let {/„J be a uniformly bounded sequence of con-

tinuous functions on K that converge point-wise to a function g on K.

Then there is a sequence {hn} of uniformly bounded affine continuous

functions on K converging point-wise to P(g).

Proof. Let PiCp2C • • • be a sequence of compact sets such that

UB=1 F„ = Ke. By [9, Theorem 3.3] and Lemma 1.3 there is, for each n,

an hnEA(K) such that hn\ F„=f„\ Fn and \\hn\\ =||/B| PB|| g ||/„[|

(fn\ Fn clearly has a continuous affine extension to Kn = [coY(F„) since

Kn is an r-simplex, see [2]). Clearly h„(x)—>g(x) for all xEKe. For

each xEK let p.x denote the unique maximal probability measure on

K which represents x. If h(x) is defined to be fgdux, then h is affine

and by the dominated convergence theorem, hn(x)=fh„dpx-^fgdax

= h(x) for each xEK (recall that K is maximally supported so that

ux(Ke) = 1 for all xEK, [14, p. 70]).

2.2. Theorem. // Ke is a countable union of compact sets, then

A (K) has the Dieudonne property.

Proof. Let D be a bounded convex circled a(A(K)*, ^i)-compact

set in A(K)*. If {p,j} is a net in D, then there is a subnet {va} of {p.d}

that converges to some element p.ED. LetfEBx. Then P(f)EAx and

since K is maximally supported and P(f) =/ on Ke, ffdv= fPfdv for

each vEA(K)* = M. Thus va(Pf)^>u(Pf) implies va(f)-*pt(f) and {va}
converges to p relative to the cr(C(K)*, Bx) topology. Since C(K) has

the D. property, D is compact in the <r(C(K)*, C(K)**) topology and

hence in the a(A(K)*, A(K)**) topology.

Remark. The above proof actually establishes that if K is maxi-

mally supported and if for each/GPi, P(f)EAx, then A(K) has the D.

property. However the only case where we know that this occurs is

the one where Ke is a countable union of compact sets. If we use ^42

instead of Ax, we get the following result.

2.3. Theorem. // K is a metrizable compact Choquet simplex, then

each bounded convex circled set D in A(K)* which is compact in the

a(A(K)*, A2) topology is compact in the <r(A(K)*, A(K)**) topology.

Proof. It suffices to show that D is compact in the

a(C(K)*, C(K)**)

topology. Since C(K) is separable, it suffices to show that for each

sequence \pn} in D there is a subsequence {vn} of {p„} and an

element p in D such that for each open set U in K, vn(U)—>p.(U) [3].
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Since A(K) is separable and the <r(A(K)*, A(K)) and <r(A(K)*, A,)

topologies agree on D, D is metrizable in the o(A(K)*, A2) topology.

Let {pn} be a sequence in D. Since D is compact and metrizable there

is a subsequence {j>„) of {pn} which converges relative to ^42 to some

element p in D. Let U be an open set in K and / the characteristic

function of U. Since/ is upper semicontinuous, P(f)EA2 [l, Proposi-

tion 4]. Since K is maximally supported and P(f)=f on Ke, v(f)

= v(Pf) for all vEA(K)*. Now, vn(Pf)-*p(Pf) which implies v„(f)

-^p(f). But vn(U) =vn(f)^p(f) =p(U).
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